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Experience and beliefs 

I help mostly family-owned business but have worked with multinational, national, regional and local 
business for over 20 years including Not For Profits, Non-Government Organisations and every level of 
government. I operate through my Darwin based company, 5PConsulting. This name reflects the areas in 
which I can help you become more successful: Planning, People, Process, Performance, Profit.  

I believe that most business problems are best solved by simple solutions.  I can help you take better 
control of your business by working with you while challenging you to identify your own answers and, 
because change is hard, can also coach you through implementation.  

My style is relaxed and informal. I enjoy using humour to make a point but I won’t pull the punches when 
you need to know the truth. I will never forget that you are paying me to help you be successful.   

I will use one or a combination of research, enquiry, workshop facilitation, coaching and training to help 
you. I can help you solve most problems but if I can’t I am able to call on a wide network of other good 
consultants from Darwin and across Australia.  

 

Capabilities: How I can help you 

Since 2009 I have operated through 5PConsulting to help almost 200 Territory based business to identify, 
prioritise and/or achieve their goals. Here are some of the more common ways I have helped them and 
could help you: 

Understanding your finances 

There is more to business than providing a great service. You also need to be on top of your numbers. 
This means understanding how your Profit and Loss impacts your Balance Sheet and how both affect 
your cashflow. The principles are not hard and understanding them can make a huge difference to your 
business success. I can help you simplify the apparently complex and give you the confidence to use this 
information to make better business decisions.  

Business diagnostics 

I have a range of simple diagnostics to help you pinpoint opportunities for improvement, these range from 
growth and profit diagnostics through sales, staff engagement, change readiness and more. These and 
other tools can be used to help you quickly identify areas of concern and opportunity before digging 
deeper to improve your business. 

Strategy and planning 

Business strategies are often over complicated and lead to ambiguous or unrealistic plans which are 
difficult to implement. I use a number of approaches to help you formulate simple but effective strategies 
that are supported by practical plans which help you focus on getting things done. 

Profit and efficiency improvement 

There is more to profit than pricing, margins and expenditure control. Often there are hidden inefficiencies 
in your business which I can help you identify and eliminate. There is little point in pushing more business 
through an inefficient system. Even if you don’t wish to grow, I can help you identify opportunities to make 
more profit from your current volume of business. 

Sales, marketing and customer service 

These are three different things. Marketing is concerned with creating awareness and demand for your 
products and services while sales is about having a process to generate income. Customer service is 
about ensuring your customers have a good experience when they deal with you. If your revenue is down 
it’s not always a marketing problem, it’s sometimes a sales or customer service problem. I can help you 
overcome barriers in all three of these areas. 
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Governance 

Governance is the process of providing strategic leadership to an organization. It is about making sure 
your business does the right things in the right way, whether complying with the law, looking after your 
staff, the environment, your customers and other people and organisations that you come into contact 
with. Clarifying your values and the basic rules of how you run your business is an important step in 
ensuring you and your business are successful. 

Business coaching  

More and more business people are recognising the value of coaching, it introduces new ideas, 
challenges existing ones, provides opportunities for learning and offers a confidential shoulder to lean on. 
Perhaps most importantly it can help with implementation and keep you focused and accountable to 
yourself to work on your business rather than in it. I can help you improve the way you work by offering a 
range of face to face and online coaching options. 

Career Milestones 
De Beers 
Consolidated Diamond 
Mines  

Various positions cumulating in managing the Accounts Division of the 
(then) world’s largest gemstone quality diamond mine. 

Anglo American Farms Set up an internal consulting unit for this diversified business with 
investments in agriculture, wine and food. 

Deloitte Partner responsible for the consulting and risk divisions in PNG, Northern 
Territory and Timor-Leste. 

5PConsulting Owner/Principal of this Darwin based advisory business offering 
consulting, coaching and training services to Territory businesses.  

 

Qualifications and professional accreditations 
Fellow CPA Australia Understanding sound financial management principles is a core strength. I 

am able to explain these to you using everyday language. 

Certified Internal 
Auditor 

I use these skills to improve your business processes and identify 
practical recommendations that balance risk governance and control with 
improved outcomes.  

Accredited Mindshop 
Facilitator 

My accreditation with Mindshop has provided me with the confidence to 
use a wide range of tools to help you resolve most business challenges. 

Inst. of Management 
Consultants 

I am a member of the Australian chapter of this global Institute that is 
committed to excellence in the management consulting profession. 

B.Sc. (Hons), M.Sc. These qualifications enabled me to commence a career as an ecologist 
before pursuing one in business. 

 

Commitment to continuous improvement 

On average I have attended at least one training event every second month over the past four years.  
The world is changing, as is the way we do business. The purpose of this training is to enable me and my 
clients to remain successful now and into the future. It enables me to help you resolve a wide range of 
challenges commonly encountered by most businesses. I am also a strong advocate for my clients to 
invest in their own development because this is one of the best ways they can improve their own 
businesses. 

 

 

 

 
Contact me:       Colin Hall 0422 916 212 colin@5pconsulting.com.au 
Find out more:  www.5pconsulting.com.au 

mailto:colin@5pconsulting.com.au
http://www.5pconsulting.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/colin-hall-232219b/
https://www.facebook.com/ColinHall5PConsulting/

